Introducing SIEMless Threat Management

Business units and IT organizations are struggling to keep up with the current threat landscape. Hiring and retaining staff is difficult and the threats won’t stop. Alerts and incidents overwhelm small teams forcing IT to constantly scramble. Building a mature security program requires substantial effort to get to value. Cobbling together point tools is expensive and limits visibility. There is a better way.

Better Security at Optimal Cost

Evolving threats, expanding compliance risks, and resource constraints require a new approach to security. That’s why Alert Logic has introduced SIEMless Threat Management. We help businesses meet their security and compliance needs by connecting an award-winning security platform, cutting-edge threat intelligence, and expert defenders — to provide better security and peace of mind 24/7.

More than 4,000 organizations rely on Alert Logic SIEMless Threat Management to ensure the right level of security and compliance coverage at a lower total cost than point solutions, SIEM tools, or traditional security outsourcing vendors.

Visualize Your Security Improvements

Alert Logic provides a Threat Risk Index so organizations can assess risks, prioritize assets, and map budget to the right blend of coverage for their unique environment. The Threat Risk Index provides a way for customers to benchmark their security program, track improvements over time, and document their security posture.

The Right Coverage for the Right Resources:
Three Levels of Coverage for a Tailored Approach to Security

- Essentials provides vulnerability and asset visibility with extended endpoint protection
- Professional expands Essentials coverage to include 24/7 managed threat detection and incident management
- Enterprise includes the benefits of Essentials and Professional with options for even deeper partnership with our security resources and expert researchers, including threat hunting and dark web scanning. Options include a Managed Web Application Firewall (WAF), and an assigned SOC Analyst
“Honestly, the attack wouldn’t have been something that we would have caught without Alert Logic because we didn’t know how to put the patterns together.”

Bill Thornton
Vice President, Tango